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Abstract
The intensive development of information and communication technologies in
recent years has led to an increase in data size and complexity. Conventional
approaches, with associated methods of analysis based on descriptive and inductive statistics, may no longer be suitable for extracting the valuable information
that is hidden in the available data.
Computer-controlled manufacturing systems are becoming rich sources of
data. Plastic injection moulding and die casting systems are typical examples
of such manufacturing systems where the parts are produced by repeating the
same sequence of steps that make up a manufacturing cycle. For each cycle,
similarly structured data is generated.
In this work a method for systematic data analysis for cyclic manufacturing processes is presented. The proposed data-analysis method integrates wellknown heuristic algorithms i.e. decision trees and clustering, with the purpose
of identifying types of faulty operating conditions. The result of the analysis is
an interpretable model for decision support that can be used for fault identification, to search for root causes, and to develop prognostic systems. A holistic
approach of applying the proposed data-analysis method, along with suggestions and guidelines for implementation, is presented. A case study is presented
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in which the proposed method is applied to real industrial data from a plastic
injection-moulding process.
Keywords: Production Process, Fault Identification, Root Cause Analysis,
Decision Support, Big Data

1. Introduction
With the development of technology, the complexity of manufacturing systems is steadily increasing. In turn, the complexity of generated data is also
increasing, which is reflected in incompleteness and inaccuracy of data, heteroge5

neous and dynamically changing data structures, large and fast increasing data
volumes, etc. All these facts make analysis of manufacturing data for extracting
useful information and knowledge very challenging.
For the above reasons, advanced online and real-time monitoring, identification and prognostics are becoming increasingly difficult. Insufficient data qual-
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ity, lack of holistic databases that integrate operational and decision-support
data, and a lack of models for analysis are some of the recent, most pressing
challenges in industry [1]. In the future, new applications for management and
use of data will need to be provided [2].
Current issues related to data management have led to the formation of what
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is known as the concept of Big Data. Big Data is generally related to the interplay of information- and communication-technology developments that enables
an increase in storage capacities and computing power, as well as the advanced
integration of traditional and novel methods for the acquisition, storage, integration, analysis, modelling, visualisation, and other kinds of management of data
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that is too large or too complex to allow the extraction of value using traditional
approaches [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Data complexity can arise due to diversity, variability, data distribution, lack of structure, shortcomings, non-credibility, speed, or
automation requirements [7, 8]. A typical Big Data system is divided into four
stages that sequentially form the value chain: (1) generation, (2) acquisition, (3)
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storage, and (4) analysis [9, 10]. Each of these phases includes elements, tech-
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niques, tools, methods and concepts, which conjointly form efficient systems for
extracting the value from large and complex data.
Heuristic methods of analysis turn out to be very efficient for fault-diagnosis
problems in complex manufacturing processes, where the states are described
30

by complex combinations of many parameters. Recently, in the manufacturing
domain, a lot of research was carried out regarding fault-diagnostics problems
by incorporating machine-learning methods, data mining, and other evolving
techniques, targeting the problems of sensing and describing multiple and dynamic faults, monitoring, real-time processing, searching for the best features,
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failure-condition identification, early prediction of failures, and assessing the
severity of failures [11].
Many of so-far untouched challenges and opportunities remain for the development and introduction of useful heuristic techniques in manufacturing systems that would improve the process quality through an intelligent use of the
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available data [12].
The paper presents a holistic data-analysis method for the interpretative
identification of faulty conditions in a cyclic manufacturing process (IIFC). The
objective here is to demonstrate the usability of large volumes of data generated during a widespread type of the so called cyclic manufacturing processes,
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such as plastic injection moulding, for extracting valuable information and new
knowledge models for better understanding of the manufacturing process and
its faulty operating conditions. The proposed approach uses well known datamining methods and addresses the arising issues of increasing data size and
complexity.
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Cyclic-manufacturing processes are defined as manufacturing processes in
which the parts are produced repeating the same sequence of steps that forms
the manufacturing cycle. The data that is generated in these processes describes
the state of the process for each cycle. This is suitable for applying machinelearning and other advanced techniques of data analysis, because minimal effort
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is required to define the common features for each cycle due to the repetitive nature of the cycle’s steps. Although machine-learning techniques are well known,
3

relatively little effort has been made towards an effective implementation in real,
every-day cases in manufacturing systems.
The proposed IIFC method is intended to systematically analyse the empir60

ical data that are usually generated in the cyclic manufacturing process. The
aim of applying the IIFC method is to improve the quality of an already welloptimised process through the identification of rare faulty operating conditions,
and by learning about their types and characteristics. A two-phase data-analysis
workflow is suggested. In the first phase, rules1 describing the process condi-
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tions are extracted with the use of a decision-tree heuristic algorithm and the
expert knowledge of the observed manufacturing process. Bit vectors (containing only 0 and 1) are obtained, describing the combination of rules that are true
(1) or false (0) for each faulty cycle of the manufacturing process. In the second
phase, different types of faulty conditions are revealed and described using a
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clustering technique and the extracted rules. The output of IIFC analysis is
an interpretative model, which is understandable to people such as operators,
process engineers, plant supervisors, etc., that interact daily with the observed
manufacturing process.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed IIFC
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method. The IIFC method’s role in a general workflow of data-analytics, a
holistic description of the combination and the sequence of steps that form
the workflow of the IIFC method, including suggestions for how to organise
and apply the data as well as the properties related to implementation and
applicability of the IIFC method, are given. The content of this paper continues
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with an application of the proposed method in a real industrial scenario of
plastic injection moulding. The procedure for applying the method is presented
together with the results and an interpretation that demonstrates the usability
in a real industrial environment.
1 e.g.

”Temperature of a cylinder exceeded 251o C.”, ”Day of the week is Saturday.”, etc.

4

2. Interpretative identification of faulty conditions
85

The proposed IIFC method suggests a combination and sequence of dataanalysis steps together with guidelines for applying them to usually available
data of cyclic-manufacturing processes.
The role of the proposed data-analysis steps of the IIFC method according
to the general workflow of data analytics is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: General workflow of data analytics
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Heterogenous data can be generated at different locations by work systems,
the manufacturing execution system, etc. Using appropriate methods for data
acquisition, we can reduce the data size and dimensionality, with a tendency to
minimise the loss of information. Large amounts of data are then managed by
advanced databases and cloud-computing systems that enable high throughput,
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reliability, and availability [9, 10].
The object of the IIFS analysis is a set of manufacturing process cycles.
A cycle can be normal, faulty or other. The method assumes that the cycle
can be faulty for various reasons, e.g., deviations from the required dimensional
tolerances of the products, an unplanned machine stop, etc. Other cycles are
those that don’t belong to the group of normal cycles nor to the group of faulty
ones, e.g. cycles that occur in the vicinity of the faulty ones, cycles with missing
data, etc. Each cycle ci is described in terms of a unique ID, a date and time,
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a work system, process parameters, etc. (Eq. 1).
dateTime workSystem
ci = {cid
, ci
, ...,
i , ci

, ...,
, cprocessParameter3
, cprocessParameter2
cprocessParameter1
i
i
i
cinputMaterial
, ..., cmachineAlarm1
, cmachineAlarm2
, ...,
i
i
i
, ...}
, cworkingShift
, coutsideTemperature
coutsideHumidity
i
i
i

(1)

The approach of IIFC method is (1) to describe each faulty cycle with a
combination of (a) fault-specific rules 2 i.e. rules that describe faulty operating
conditions, and (b) other rules 3 i.e. rules that are not necessarily related to
the physics of the manufacturing process or faults, but their inclusion could
100

potentially lead to the discovery of the root causes for the emergence of faulty
operating conditions, (2) to reveal similar subgroups of faulty cycles based on
combinations of fault-specific rules and (3) to create detailed descriptions of
these identified subgroups based on all extracted rules.
Data that are usually available are in different ways related to the manu-
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facturing process and the faulty conditions, thus they need to be treated differently when extracting the rules which are used for the identification and the
description of the faulty conditions. The data types (id , dateTime, workSystem,
etc.) are of different kinds, e.g. integers, real values, descriptors, etc., and are
classified into four groups: (1) metadata (G1), (2) process-specific (G2), (3)
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fault-specific (G3) and (4) other (G4) data. Metadata (G1) are used to support
computing operations and enables efficient data storage and retrieval. From
process-specific (G2) and fault-specific (G3) data, fault-specific rules which are
used to identify different types of faulty operating conditions, are extracted. To
describe properties of identified faulty-condition types, fault-specific rules, to-
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gether with other rules extracted from other (G4) data, are used. Classification
of input data types is presented in Table 1 and explained below.
2 e.g.
3 e.g.

”Temperature of a cylinder exceeded 251o C.”
”Day of the week is Saturday.”
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Table 1: Classification of input data types.
Metadata (G1)

Process-specific (G2)

Fault-specific (G3)

Other (G4)

id

processParameter1

machineAlarm1

dateTime

dateTime

processParameter2

machineAlarm2

machineID

workSystem

processParameter3

machineAlarm3

...

quality

processParameter4

...

...

...

defectDescription

inputMaterial

...

...

Metadata (G1). Group G1 includes the data that identify the manufacturing
cycle time- and location-wise. The unique ID of the cycle, the date and time
of the cycle, the work system, and the cycle quality (normal /faulty/other ), etc.
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are the types of data that belong to this group. A unique ID is given to a cycle
in the step of data storage. A well-thought-out prescription of the cycle’s ID
can enable efficient processing in the subsequent steps of the data analysis.
The cycles’ cid
i are integer values defined sequentially for each individual
work system (Eq. 2).
∀ i, j ∈ [1, N ] ∧ ∀ k, l ∈ [1, NWS ] :
id
(cworkSystem
= ws k ∧ cworkSystem
= ws l ∧ k < l) ⇒ cid
i < cj
i
j

(2)

where WS = [ws 1 , ws 2 , ws 3 , ..., ws NWS ] is the set of work systems and NWS
is the number of all work systems. Within each range for the individual work
system, the cid
i values are consecutively arranged according to the chronological
sequence of cycles (Eq. 3).
ime
ime
∀ i, j ∈ [1, N ] : (cdateT
< cdateT
∧ cworkSystem
= cworkSystem
)
i
j
i
j
id
⇒ cid
i < cj

(3)

Process-specific (G2) data. Group G2 contains the data that are directly connected to the process, but from which faulty conditions cannot be directly re125

vealed, e.g. numerical values of the process parameters, categorical or numerical
data of the input material, etc.

7

Fault-specific (G3) data. Typical examples of fault-specific (G3) data are warnings (alarms) from the machine’s controller, descriptions of product defects, etc.
The fault-specific (G3) data are obviously different for cycles that occurred in
130

faulty operating conditions.
Other (G4) data. These data are included in the analysis for the purpose of
identifying the relations from the data that are not necessarily related to the
physics of the manufacturing process, but their inclusion could potentially lead
to discovering the root causes of the emergence of faulty operating conditions.
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2.1. Workflow of the IIFC analysis
Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the workflow for the analysis. The input dataset
cycles consists of an ordered series of data for individual cycles (Eq. 4).
cycles = {c1 , c2 , c3 , ..., ci , ..., cN }

(4)

From process-specific (G2), fault-specific (G3) and other (G4) data, sets E G2 ,
E G3 and E G4 respectively, are generated. Sets E G2 , E G3 and E G4 consist

Figure 2: Workflow of IIFC analysis
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of bit vectors4 , which denote the combination of rules for each faulty cycle.
Based on the combinations of fault-specific rules (E G2 and E G3 ), homogenous
140

groups of faulty cycles (η1 , η2 , η3 , etc.) are hierarchically revealed in the step
identification of faulty operating-condition types. In the final step - enriching the
hierarchic model, the identified hierarchy of faulty-cycle groups H is enriched
with the faulty-type characteristics i.e. the relative frequencies of rules (α1 , α2 ,
α3 , etc.). The output of the analysis is the interpretative model in a form of
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a hierarchic categorization of faulty-cycle groups representing faulty-condition
types, with corresponding characteristic combinations of rules.
The analysis workflow consists of two general phases. In the first phase,
combinations of rules for faulty cycles are extracted. The second phase includes
the identification and description of different types of faulty conditions. The
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second phase is based on the idea of predictive clustering trees (PCTs).
PCTs are partitions of the data into a cluster hierarchy with respect to the
number of observable properties [13]. This method has been successfully applied
to conceptual clustering, the simultaneous prediction of multiple parameters and
ranking tasks. The general idea is to recursively partition a set of data into clus-
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ters, with the tendency to minimise intra-cluster variation. The algorithm for
inducing PCTs is a standard TDIDT (Top-Down Induction of Decision Trees)
[14].
Below, a more detailed description of the analysis’ steps is given.
2.1.1. Transformation G2
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The purpose of this step is to transform process-specific (G2) data to a set
of bit vectors that describe the combination of fault-specific rules for each faulty
cycle. This transformation consists of two successive parts: (1) calculation of
features and (2) heuristic extraction of rules.
Calculation of features. The cycles are performed one after the other on a work
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system. The process state of the current cycle may reflect the previous one or
4 bit

vector - an ordered set of values that can be either 0 or 1

9

be reflected in the subsequent ones. The features should therefore contain some
information about the previous or subsequent cycles. It is important that the
observed process is well understood in order to define the features that reflect
faults and anomalies. In the case of numerical values (e.g., process parameters,
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such as temperatures, pressures, and speeds), the features could be the process
parameter values of the observed cycle, local rises or falls in average values, local
changes of standard deviations, slopes of rising and falling, etc.
On the basis of process-specific (G2) data, a set of feature vectors X and a
corresponding set of target-class values Y , are generated (Eq. 5 and 6).
X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn , ...}

(5)

Y = {y1 , y2 , y3 , ..., yn , ...}

(6)

Each feature vector xn consists of features (xn,1 , xn,2 , xn,3 , etc.), which on the
basis of process-specific (G2) data describe the process conditions at the cycle
ci (Eq. 7). Each feature vector xn is associated with a target class yn , which
denotes whether the feature vector corresponds to a normal (yn = 0) or a faulty
(yn = 1) cycle (Eq. 7).
xn = [xn,1 , xn,2 , xn,3 , ...] → yn

(7)

Features of the vector xn are determined by the function f fv , which takes the
cid
i value of the corresponding cycle ci as an input (Eq. 8).
xn = f fv cid
i



(8)

When calculating the features which require the data of previous or subsequent
cycles on the work system, the given prescription of cid
i values (as suggested in
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Eq. 2 and 3) enables an efficient access to the data.
Due to an expected imbalance between the numbers of normal and faulty
cycles and a large size of the input dataset, the undersampling 5 method on the
5 Undersampling

as a data-analysis technique to reduce the imbalance of classes by under-

sampling the majority class.
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group of normal cycles is suggested to be used before the step calculation of
features.
Heuristic extraction of rules. Set of feature vectors X and corresponding target
class values Y are with the use of heuristic algorithms transformed to a set E G2 ,
which consists of combinations of fault-specific rules for each faulty cycle (Eq.
9).
G2 G2
G2
E G2 = {eG2
1 , e2 , e3 , ..., ek , ...},

(9)

where eG2
is a bit vector, that determines the combination of corresponding
k
rules for the k-th faulty cycle (Eq. 10).
 G2 G2 G2
 G2
G2
eG2
k = ek,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ..., ek,j , ... ; ek,j ∈ {0, 1}
180

(10)

G2
The value of eG2
k,j determines whether j-th rule corresponds (ek,j = 1) or doesn’t

correspond (eG2
k,j = 0) to the k-th faulty cycle.
Fault-specific rules can be extracted from the decision-tree model, induced
by a heuristic to distinguish faulty examples from the normal ones. Decisiontree algorithms can handle both categorical and numerical data, and they are
185

normally used for classification tasks. Due to the relatively good interpretative
ability of the induced models, they can be used to define anomalies corresponding to faulty process conditions in the form of a combinations of rules derived
from the nodes of the decision-tree. An example which indicates how the rules
can be extracted from the structure of the decision tree is given below.
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Fig. 3 shows an example of a decision tree. The numerical values of process
parameters injection time and injection pressure are used to induce the model.
Extracted rules from the nodes of the decision tree would be (1) ”injection time
G2
≤ 1.21 seconds” → eG2
k,1 and (2) ”injection pressure ≤ 2333 bar” → ek,2 . If at
G2
k-th faulty cycle the injection time ≤ 1.21s then eG2
k,1 = 1, else ek,1 = 0, and if
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G2
the injection pressure ≤ 2333 bar then eG2
k,2 = 1, else ek,2 = 0.

When implementing the decision-tree algorithms, the appropriate method of
limiting the size of the decision tree to prevent over-fitting should be used. The
expected imbalance (the ratio of normal to faulty cycles) of the training dataset
11

Figure 3: Decision tree example.

should be taken into account. The performance of model may be improved using
200

the methods of outlier eliminaton on the set of normal examples and feature
selection before the model induction procedure.
2.1.2. Transformation G3
Because fault-specific (G3) data directly correspond to faulty conditions,
there is no need to perform the above-described extraction of rules, which is
based on the differences between normal and faulty conditions. The output of
transformation G3 is a set E G3 that holds the combinations of fault-specific
G3
G3
rules (eG3
1 , e2 , e3 , etc.) of individual faulty cycles (Eq. 11 and 12).
G3 G3
G3
E G3 = {eG3
1 , e2 , e3 , ..., ek , ...}
 G3 G3 G3
 G3
G3
eG3
k = ek,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ..., ek,j , ... ; ek,j ∈ {0, 1}

(11)
(12)

G2
Each bit vector eG3
k corresponds to the same k-th faulty cycle as ek (in Eq.

10). How exactly this transformation is conducted depends on the case. Features
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must be defined by incorporating knowledge about the observed manufacturing
process, e.g., we need to include descriptions about what has been happening
at the work system in the recent history of the observed cycle. A rule that is
based on fault-specific (G3) data can be e.g. ”Alarm about the lack of input
material has occurred 1 cycle before the observed one”.

12
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2.1.3. Transformation G4
The output of this transformation is the set E G4 , which consists of combinations of rules that are derived from the other (G4) data (Eq. 13 and 14).
G4 G4
G4
E G4 = {eG4
1 , e2 , e3 , ..., ek , ...}
 G4 G4 G4
 G4
G4
eG4
k = ek,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ..., ek,j , ... ; ek,j ∈ {0, 1}

(13)
(14)

G2
G3
Each bit vector eG4
k corresponds to the same k-th faulty cycle as ek and ek

(in Eq. 10 and 12). Set E G4 can be provided similarly as described above for
the transformation G2 or transformation G3. Rules, derived from other (G4)
data are e.g. ”Day of the week = Saturday.”, ”Working shift = night shift.”,
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etc.
2.1.4. Identification of faulty-operating condition types
In this step, E G2+G3 (joint sets E G2 and E G3 ) is the input set, in which
an individual bit vector eG2+G3
is a combination of fault-specific rules of an
k
individual faulty cycle (Eq. 15 and 16).
E G2+G3 = {e1G2+G3 , e2G2+G3 , e3G2+G3 , ..., ekG2+G3 , ...}


G2 G2
G3 G3 G3
eG2+G3
= eG2
k,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ..., ek,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ...
k

(15)
(16)

The input set E G2+G3 is hierarchically divided into subgroups using a clustering
algorithm. Before applying the clustering algorithm, all of the faulty-cycle examples are contained in one group. This initial group is repeatedly divided into
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two subgroups using the clustering algorithm. Without a stopping criterion, the
number of the identified subgroups would grow until each instance of a faulty
cycle belonged to a separate group. An appropriate stopping criterion is needed
to avoid the excessive growth of the clustering tree. Statistical methods can be
used to test the equality of the groups in order to solve this problem: during
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each iteration of the separation, it is first checked whether the separated groups
would differ significantly by at least one rule, and if they do, the separation is
considered meaningful. Otherwise, the growth of the current branch is finished
before the separation is performed. The rules can be differently weighted, e.g.,
13

according to their relative importance. The output of this step is a hierarchic
230

categorization H of nodes6 η1 , η2 , η3 , etc., representing different types of faulty
conditions.
2.1.5. Enriching the hierarchic model
The role of this step is to reveal the characteristics of the identified faultycondition types in a form of combinations of frequent rules for individual groups
of faulty cycles. This is done with a use of an integrated set E G2+G3+G4 (Eq.
17 and 18) and hierarchical categorization of faulty-cycle groups H.
E G2+G3+G4 = {e1G2+G3+G4 , e2G2+G3+G4 , e3G2+G3+G4 , ..., ekG2+G3+G4 , ...} (17)


G2 G2
G3 G3 G3
G4 G4 G4
eG2+G3+G4
= eG2
(18)
k,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ..., ek,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ..., ek,1 , ek,2 , ek,3 , ...
k
Knowing the hierarchic categorization of groups of faulty cycles H and integrated combinations of rules E G2+G3+G4 , specific characteristics of identified
faulty-condition types can be revealed as combinations of rules, which have
high values of relative frequency for the faulty cycles inside an individual group
of revealed hierarchic categorization. Thus, for all identified groups of faulty
cycles (η1 , η2 , η3 , etc), vectors of relative frequencies (α1 , α2 , α3 , etc.) are
calculated (Eq. 19).
αi = [αi,1 , αi,2 , αi,3 , ..., αi,j , ...] → ηi ,

(19)

where αi is the vector of relative frequencies for the i-th group of faulty cycles (ηi ) and αi,j is the relative frequency of j-th rule for the i-th group of
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faulty cycles. The final interpretative model is the hierarchic categorization H
of faulty-condition types (η1 , η2 , η3 , etc.) with corresponding characteristics in
a form of vectors of relative frequencies of rules (α1 , α2 , α3 , etc.).
2.2. Implementation and applicability
The operational properties of this method support the use of the benefits that
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are derived from typical Big Data technologies for storing and retrieving the data
6 groups

of faulty cycles

14

– the benefits of high-speed querying the data from large quantities, with the
advantage of not keeping all the observed data in the computer memory at once
while performing memory-critical steps of the analysis. The IIFC method can be
used in an adaptive manufacturing system to predict faulty conditions thanks
245

to a high degree of autonomy. This could contribute to an improvement in
the manufacturing process performance through additional decision support by
avoiding faulty cycles, preparing early action plans, or determining preventative
actions in real time.
IIFC as a holistic approach, including suggestions on the way of organising
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and applying commonly available data, is directly applicable to cyclic manufacturing processes such as plastic injection moulding and die casting. Applying the
IIFC method to some other manufacturing process7 requires the redefinition of
the object of analysis, and a more comprehensive overview and rethinking about
the way of organising and applying the data under consideration.
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3. Case study of plastic injection moulding
The proposed IIFC method is applied to industrial data collected from a
plastic injection moulding (PIM) process.
3.1. Plastic injection moulding
PIM is a widespread manufacturing process for the production of plastic
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products. It is a cyclic manufacturing process in which a hot melt is injected
into the tool8 under high pressure. Finally, the injected material is cooled and
ejected from the tool [15].
Unplanned machine stops (UMSs) are highly undesirable during the process.
UMS is an unplanned process interruption that causes reduced availability of
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the equipment. UMSs indirectly affect the quality of the process. When a
7 e.g.

some more general discrete manufacturing process or continuous-type manufacturing

process
8 also called the mould

15

UMS occurs, the process needs to be restarted. The start-up pieces are usually
faulty and therefore discarded, the variability of the product’s characteristics is
increased, and some time is needed to restore satisfactory operating conditions.
There are several reasons why UMSs occur. While the information about
270

whether there were some UMSs is directly revealed from the empirical data, the
information about the types and the root causes is hidden in the data and turns
out to be complex to reveal.
The objective is to minimise the number of UMSs. This can be achieved by
knowing the root causes or anomalies that are reflected in the given data. The
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IIFC method is used with the aim of revealing the types and the root causes of
the UMSs.
3.2. Data description
Data are derived from a successful plastic-parts producer. They are obtained from machine controllers and from the Manufacturing Execution System
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(MES). In the observed period of 6 months and on the five observed, modern,
PIM machines, approximately 2.2 million cycles of 83 different products were
recorded. All these records are collected and merged into a dataset on which
the IIFC analysis is performed.
The collected data can be divided into three groups: (1) process parameters,
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(2) alarm occurrences, and (3) products and tools.
Process-parameters data. Process-parameters data can be seen as a table that
holds the numerical values of the process parameters, the hour, the date, etc.,
for each cycle (Table 2). These data are accessible from the machine controllers.
Due to the finite memory capacities of the controllers, the raw collected data are
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saved in several hundreds of files. The structure of an individual file’s content
varies according to the selection and the order of the process parameters that
were selected on the controller screen at the time of the data export. This
inconsistency needs to be handled in the steps of pre-processing or circumvented
by a smart planned system for data acquisition and storage. However, in these

16
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files a common set of 26 process parameters is present. The common process
parameters are considered for further analysis. These process parameters are
the cycle time [s], injection time [s], plastification time [s], plastification stroke
[mm], pressure at the point of switching to pressure control [bar], etc.
Table 2: Records of process parameters of PIM.
Date

Time

Cycle
No

Cycle

Inject.

Max. inject.

time [s]

time [s]

pressure [bar]

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

12/08/15

11:01:48

3922

21.84

1.35

2553

...

12/08/15

11:02:10

3923

21.83

1.35

2553

...

12/08/15

11:02:32

3924

21.81

1.34

2553

...

12/08/15

11:02:54

3925

21.84

1.35

2553

...

12/08/15

11:03:16

3926

21.83

1.35

2553

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Alarms data. Several different alarms can occur during each cycle. The data
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about the alarms is accessible through the machine controllers.

Individual

alarms are connected to the process-parameters data through the date, the
time, and the serial number of the cycle for the current data export (Table 3).
Generally, alarms are classified into two groups: (1) 1st degree alarms that result in a machine stop, and (2) 2nd degree alarms or warnings that just draw
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attention to overruns, threats, or anomalous process states.
Table 3: Records of alarms occurred on a PIM system.
Date

Time

Cycle

Alarm code

...

...

...

...

...
...

18/07/15

04:44:50

1985

A 00510 Z1

...

18/07/15

04:44:58

1985

A 00510 Z11

...

19/07/15

04:45:33

1985

A 00510 Z3

...

18/07/15

04:45:56

1985

A 00510 Z2

...

...

...

...

...

...

19/07/15

06:48:43

2003

A 00145

...

19/07/15

07:01:36

2038

A 00306

...

...

...

...

...

...

Data about products and tools. These data are manual entries of the workers
into the MES. The product and used-tools tables hold information about the
machine ID, the tool ID, the product code, the date, the approximate time of
17

mounting the tool, etc. (Table 4). These data can be connected to the other
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two types of data, knowing the approximate times of mounting the tools and
the name of the machine.
Table 4: Records of tool exchange.
Mach.

Tool

Product

Date and time

Date and time

ID

ID

code

of mounting

of dismounting

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

KM80

685

2630614

11/09/2015 12:10

14/09/2015 20:50

...

KM80

0955

2650084

14/09/2015 20:50

22/09/2015 16:43

...

KM80

0933

2570904

22/09/2015 16:43

23/09/2015 19:29

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

By merging these three types of data and knowing the locations of their
generation, each cycle ci is described in terms of date and time, work system,
machine, the common set of 26 process parameters, corresponding alarms, and
the corresponding tool (Eq. 20). cid
i values were prescribed as defined in Eq. 2
and 3.
dateTime workSystem machineID processParameter1
ci = { cid
, ci
, ci
, ci
,
i , ci

cprocessParameter2
, cprocessParameter3
, ..., cprocessParameter26
,
i
i
i
cmachineAlarm1
, cmachineAlarm2
, cmachineAlarm3
, ..., ctoolID
}
i
i
i
i

(20)

UMS identification problems. In the period of data collection, 890 machine stops
occurred that were unplanned or not a consequence of the start-up conditions
i.e. UMSs. At the times when UMSs emerged, 328 different combinations of 197
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different types of alarms occurred. In addition to the alarms that may indicate
a root cause, other types of alarms were occurring that are just a consequence of
the machine stop. Due to the complex combinations of the alarms that occurred
and the data size, it is not possible to simply identify the different types of faulty
operating conditions that result in an unplanned process interruption.
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3.3. Analysis
The IIFC analysis was performed using a software system built in the Python
programming language. To implement the proposed steps of analysis, program18

ming libraries SciPy and Scikit-learn [16, 17] were used.
The initial step is to discern the normal and the faulty cycles. In the case
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study, faulty cycles are defined as cycles when UMSs occurred during a settled,
stable operating-conditions regime. Normal cycles are those that are sufficiently
far apart from the cycles in which the machine stops or controller warnings
occurred, or a process start-up was performed. The cid
i values of the faulty and
normal cycles can be identified knowing the cycles of the alarm occurrences and
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the process start-ups. The cycle of an UMS (faulty cycle) is defined when the
appropriate 1st degree alarm occurred after 50 cycles, which do not belong to
the start-up area. Not all the 1st degree alarms are indicating an UMS, e.g., the
1st degree alarm A 00063 The number of produced pieces reached the set value
is not an alarm that indicates an UMS. The normal cycle is defined as a cycle
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that is sufficiently distanced (100 cycles) from any alarm occurrence or start-up
conditions. The cycles of the start-up events can be identified knowing the 1st
degree alarm occurrences, as well as the dates and times of replacing the tools.
Determination of input data structure. The different types of UMSs were identified on the basis of combinations of alarm occurrences and characteristic anoma-
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lies of the process-parameter values in the nearby cycles before a UMS occurs.
The goal is to discover whether there are any connections between the identified types of faulty process conditions, different machines, or daily and weekly
production cycles.
According to the above-listed objectives, the input data types were categorised as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Categorisation of input data types.
Metadata (G1)

Process-specific (G2)

Fault-specific (G3)

Other (G4)

id

processParameter1

machineAlarm1

dateTime

dateTime

processParameter2

machineAlarm2

machineID

workSystem

processParameter3

machineAlarm3

quality

processParameter4

machineAlarm4

machineID

processParameter5

machineAlarm5

toolID

processParameter6

...

...
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Transformation G2. The set of normal cycles was undersampled uniformly according to their sequence on the corresponding machine from the initial number
of 1,896,154 to a final 18,961 cycles.
Local changes to the averages and standard deviations, and the average
slopes of the rise or fall of the process-parameter values for the recent cycles
just before the observed cycle are chosen as the features. Let the average value
and standard deviation of the process parameter of the starting k cycles and the
ending j cycles before n-th cycle be denoted as hcn ij−k and (σn )j−k respectively,
and let the average slope of the starting k cycles and the ending j cycles before
n-th cycle be denoted as [sn ]j−k and defined by the Eq. 21.
[sn ]j−k =

k 
X


hcn ii−i − hcn i(i+1)−(i+1) / (k − j + 1)

(21)

i=j

The calculation of feature vector for n-th cycle is defined by the Eq. 22, in
which the features are listed only for one process parameter. For other process
parameters, the features are calculated in the same way.

xn =

... , hcn i1−1 − hcn i15−30 , hcn i1−2 − hcn i15−30 ,
hcn i1−3 − hcn i15−30 , hcn i1−5 − hcn i15−30 , hcn i1−10 − hcn i15−30 ,

(σn )1−5 − (σn )25−30 , (σn )1−10 − (σn )20−30 , (σn )1−15 − (σn )15−30 ,

[sn ]1−1 , [sn ]1−2 , [sn ]1−3 , [sn ]1−5 , [sn ]1−10 , ...

(22)

In this way 338 features from 26 process parameters are defined. In Table
350

6, the designations of these process-parameter feature types are listed. The
designations are used in the following paragraphs to interpret the models.
The empirical covariance method [17] was used to detect outliers on the
basis of the Mahalanobis distance. 17% of the most decentralised examples
were eliminated from the set of normal cycles.
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Before applying the decision-tree algorithm, the features were filtered by
applying the tree-based, feature-selection algorithm [17]. The result of this step
was a reduced set of the 132 features.
20

Recalls md=100
Recalls md=10
Recalls md=4

38663494318182
0.454135654921354
0.412989036745804
0.454135654921354

30

40

50

0.7836

0.7356

0.7205

0.1596

0.1742

0.1528

0.4716

0.4549

0.4366

0.3

Recalls md=50
Recalls md=7
Recalls md=3

Recalls md=20
Recalls md=5
Recalls md=2

0.2067
0.25

6
75187786259542
0.281691624532864
0.252129623268064
0.316576480750247

3
29741772151899
0.44729656520525
0.413352857250131
0.44729656520525
0.2
30

40

50

0.7118

0.7713

0.6787

0.1663

0.1843

0.1562

0.439

0.4778

0.4174

0.15 Table

0.2022

6: Designations of process-parameter feature types.

Design.

Feature type

Design.

Feature type

m-1
0.1

hcn i1−1 − hcn i15−30
10− hcn i15−3020
hcn i1−2

std-15

(σn )1−15 − (σn )15−30

sl-1

m-3

hcn i1−3 − hcn i15−30

sl-2

m-5

Averages
md=100
md=50
hcn i1−5 −
hcn i15−30 Averagessl-3
Averages
md=10
Averagessl-5
md=7
hcn i1−10 − hcn i15−30
Averages md=4
Averages md=3

6
89610158296322
0.297510652992884
0.253953623188406
0.302251742660837

2
89819680464779
0.471165362943321
0.406647257383966
0.471165362943321

30

40

50

0.7681

0.73

0.6683

0.1685

0.1674

0.1663

0.4683

0.4487

0.4173

m-2

0

m-10
std-5
0.5
std-10

0.1978

(σn )1−5 − (σn )25−30
(σn )1−10 − (σn )20−30

30

[sn ]1−1

40

50

[sn ]1−2

sl-10

Averages md=20
md=5
Averages md=2

[sn ]1−3
Averages
[sn ]1−5
[sn ]1−10

0.457

7
86371663463592
0.272346779585469
0.266327078840163
0.306007968857339

0.414
An optimised
version of the CART algorithm [17, 18] was used to induce

4
38737431523473
0.436560445841669
0.416716497937758
0.457339613625503

the decision-tree
model. The Gini impurity splitting metric was used. The
0.371
30

40

50

0.7487

0.7647

0.7129

360

performance of the decision-tree model was estimated with a stratified 10-fold
0.329

0.1629

0.1685

0.173

cross-validation for different combinations of algorithm parameters that deter-

0.4558

0.4666

0.4429

mine the size of a decision-tree: the maximum depth and the minimum number

0.286

6
47580583589294
0.276150771538791
0.278432554464387
0.29905599307659

of samples 0.243
in a leaf. This decision-tree was induced from a highly imbalanced

35489645076055
0.447806874261486
0.438934087835433
0.47189285478002

30

40

50

0.7626

0.7721

0.7483

0.1719

0.1787

0.1708

0.4672

0.4754

0.4596

dataset, thus0.2
the0 F-measure
of the faulty
class is30a more appropriate
performance
10
20
40
50
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measure than the Accuracy. The calculated F-measure values at different size
parameter values are shown in Fig. 4. The values of the final size parame-

80558459069021
0.290227745056794
0.278119116527037
0.3004614181439
max. depth = 100
max. depth = 10
max. depth = 4

51975382705834
0.46396620485574
0.44641858190709
0.47438673032598

max. depth = 50
max. depth = 7
max. depth = 3

max. depth = 20
max. depth = 5
max. depth = 2

0.32
40

50

0.8289

0.8104

0.7426

0.1337

0.1292

0.1258

0.4813

0.4698

0.4342

0.31
0.3
0.29

F-measure [1]

30

3
70259567837108
0.222868624946786
0.215152187931829
0.251460954400848

0.28

06335447679108
0.394453285111513
0.374936105313855
0.426120759056929

0.27
0.26

30

40

50

0.8213

0.8193

0.7444

0.1326

0.1371

0.1326

0.24

0.4769

0.4782

0.4385

0.23
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2
48335003669148
0.234893412797992
0.225102485746864
0.235288065417659
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Figure 4: Choosing the size parameters and evaluating the performance of the decision tree
Table 2

21
15757

890 0.0564828330265914
1

17.7044943820225

0.106926172884003

ters were chosen at the point where the F-measure value was the highest. The
highest F-measure was 0.317, with the corresponding Precision 0.595 and Recall
0.216. Based on the maximum value of F-measure, the maximum depth was
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set to 20 and the minimum number of samples in a leaf was set to 15. 103
rules were identified from the nodes of the decision-tree model. The identified
rules are described with the 65 features from 16 process parameters. In Table 7,
these process parameters and corresponding designations for the interpretation,
are listed. Fig. 5 provides a visualisation of the most informative part of the
decision tree.
Table 7: Process parameters from the decision-tree nodes.
Process parameter

Unit

Designation

cycle time

s

cycle time

injection time

s

injection time

plastification time

s

plastification time

remainder of the material in the cyl. after the injection

mm

inj material remain

pressure at the point of switching to pressure control

bar

switch press

maximum injection pressure in the cylinder

bar

max inj press

maximum pressure of the cylinder pressure curve

bar

max cyl press

time of opening the tool

s

tool ope time

time of closing force increasing when closing the tool

s

clo forc incr time

maximum speed of injection

mm/s

max inj speed

integral value of injection speed curve

(mm/s)·s

intgr inj speed

integral value of injection stroke

mm·s

intgr inj stroke

integral value of injection pressure in the cylinder

intgr inj press

temperature of the cylinder heating zone 2

bar·s
oC
oC

temperature of the cylinder heating zone 11

oC

cyl heat zn 11

temperature of the cylinder heating zone 1

cyl heat zn 1
cyl heat zn 2
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Transformation G3. In this transformation each faulty-cycle example is described with a combination of the alarms that occurred in the observed cycle as
well as in the previous 30 cycles. The designations of these features are indicated
in Table 8.
380

Transformation G4. Other (G4) data were transformed to a set of bit vectors
that for an individual faulty cycle hold the facts about the machine (M1 /M2
/M3 /M4 /M5 ), the day of the week (Sunday/Monday/Tuesday/.../Saturday),
and the part of the day (night/morning/afternoon/evening).
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Figure 5: The most informative part of the decision tree
Table 8: Designations of alarm features.
Designation

Feature

I-z

1st degree alarm in the observed cycle
2nd degree alarm in the observed cycle

II-z
II-1
II-2
II-3
...
II-29
II-30

2nd degree alarm one cycle before the observed one
2nd degree alarm two cycles before the observed one
2nd degree alarm three cycles before the observed one
...
2nd degree alarm 29 cycles before the observed one
2nd degree alarm 30 cycles before the observed one

Identification of faulty operating-condition types. The agglomerative clustering
385

algorithm [17] was used, where for each step the group of examples was divided
into two clusters. The Ward linkage criterion was used. The rules were weighted
in a manner, that the overall information gained from process parameters had an
equal importance as the overall information gained from alarms. The statistical
methods of the unpaired t-test and Levene’s test were used to stop the growth
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of the clustering tree.
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3.4. Results
The result of the analysis is the interpretative model in the form of a hierarchical categorisation of the underlying UMS types with corresponding characteristic combinations of the rules. The visualisation of this model is shown
in Fig. 6. The hierarchic classification starts with node 0. Examples9 of this
No. of cycles that are
out of quality
tolerances exceeded a
predefined value

Deviations
of tool
closing
force,
temperature
of a flange,
and
temperature
of cylinder
heating
zones

0

The robot is in
the danger zone
of the machine

Defective heating of a tool

Lack of
input
material

5

2
6

46

1
29

15

Deviations of
temperature of
a flange and
temperature of
cylinder
heating zones

14

3

7

45
59
no common
properties

Deviations of tool
closing force,
temperature of a flange,
and temperature of a tool

4

Deviations of a
pressure at the
switching point
to pressure
control

Injection speed
out of tolerance

Injection
time
deviation

Deviation of a
stroke of the
switching point
to pressure
control

9

Increased values of
cycle time,
plastification time,
and the remainder
of material in the
cylinder after the
injection

20

Increased
scattering
of time
values

38
54
Deviation of the
remainder of
material in the
cylinder after the
injection

Cycle time
deviations

62

Figure 6: Interpretative model - hierarchic categorisation of unplanned machine stops (UMSs).
The size of nodes is proportional to the number of examples in a node
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node are divided into examples of node 1 and node 2. Then node 1 is separated
into nodes 3 and 4, and node 2 into nodes 5 and 6, etc. The identified type
properties are described with information about frequent rules about processparameter anomalies, alarm occurrences, machines, days of the week, and parts
400

of the day. These descriptions can be given in the form of a list for an individual
node. On these lists, thresholds can be defined to filter the rules in such a way
9 example

- the cycle when it came to an UMS.
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that only the most frequent are shown. As examples, lists of the properties for
nodes 46 and 14 are given in Table 9 and Table 10.
Table 9: List of rules - node 46
Node 46
Nr. of examples in the node = 51
Relative

RULE

freq. [%]
100.0

Data
type

I-z A 00859 LACK OF INPUT MATERIAL

G3

70.6

std-15 cycle time >0.0008 [s]

G2

60.8

std-15 cycle time >0.0029 [s]

G2

82.4

m-2 plastification time >0.1375 [s]

G2

64.7

m-5 plastification time >0.117 [s]

G2

80.4

m-10 plastification time >0.0235 [s]

G2

64.7

std-5 plastification time >0.0492 [s]

G2

80.4

std-5 plastification time >0.0033 [s]

G2

60.8

std-15 plastification time >0.0488 [s]

G2

62.8

m-3 inj material remain <= -0.1357 [mm]

G2

84.3

sl-2 inj material remain <= -0.0125 [mm/cycle]

G2

66.7

std-5 inj material remain >0.0325 [mm/cycle]

G2

66.6

std-5 switch press >0.8024 [bar]

G2

66.7

sl-2 max inj press <= -2.75 [bar/cycle]

G2

70.6

sl-10 max cyl press <-0.3 [bar/cycle]

G2

70.6

m-3 intgr inj speed >0.1167 [(mm/s)·s]

G2

66.7

std-15 intgr inj speed >0.0191 [(mm/s)·s]

G2

76.5

sl-2 intgr inj stroke <= -0.025 [(mm·s)/cycle]

G2

86.3

m-1 intgr inj press <= -1.25 [bar·s]

G2

86.3

sl-2 intgr inj press <= -0.25 [(bar·s)/cycle]

G2

68.6

sl-2 intgr inj press <= -4.75 [(bar·s)/cycle]

G2

70.6

sl-10 intgr inj press <= -0.95 [(bar·s)/cycle]

G2

66.7

std-10 intgr inj press >2.379 [(bar·s)/cycle]

G2

66.7

std-15 intgr inj press >1.8793 [(bar·s)/cycle]

G2

49.0

machine M1

G4

0.0

machine M2

G4

0.0

machine M3

G4

23.5

machine M4

G4

27.5

machine M5

G4

Data types and the thresholds to show the rule on the list
Process-specific (G2) data (threshold = 60%)
Fault-specific (G3) data (threshold = 60%)
Other (G4) data (thresholds: day of the week = 30%,
part of the day = 50%, machine = 0%)

To demonstrate the interpretative power of the model, two of the identified
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types of UMSs (Lack of input material UMS and Saturday-night UMS ) are
interpteted in this section.
Lack of input material UMS. Node 46 (list of frequent rules in Table 9) holds
51 examples. All the examples have in common the occurrence of the 1st degree
alarm: the lack of input material. This event is, as a frequent event, present
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Table 10: List of rules - node 14
Node 14
Nr. of examples in the node = 28
Relative

RULE

freq. [%]

Data
type

96.4

I-z A 00642 MIN MAX HYDRAULIC OIL TEMP

G3

96.4

II-z A 00650 FLANG TEMP OUT OF TOL

G3

100.0

II-z A 00510 CYL HEATING ZONE 1 OUT OF TOL

G3

100.0

II-z A 00510 CYL HEATING ZONE 2 OUT OF TOL

G3

100.0

II-z,A 00510 CYL HEATING ZONE 3 OUT OF TOL

G3

100.0

II-z A 00510 CYL HEATING ZONE 4 OUT OF TOL

G3

100.0

II-z A 00510 CYL HEATING ZONE 11 OUT OF TOL

G3

75.0

II-z,A 00710 TOOL HEATING ZONE 1 OUT OF TOL

G3

75.0

II-z A 00710 TOOL HEATING ZONE 2 OUT OF TOL

G3

82.1

II-z A 00640 HYDRAULIC OIL TEMP OUT OF TOL

G3

60.7

sl-5 cycle time >0.001 [s/cycle]

G2

71.4

std-15 cycle time >0.0008 [s]

G2

64.3

m-3 injection time <= -0.0022 [s]

G2

64.3

std-5 plastification time >0.0033 [s]

G2

60.7

sl-2 inj material remain <= -0.0125 [mm/cycle]

G2

60.7

std-10 max inj speed >0.0939 [mm/s]

G2

60.7

sl-2 intgr inj speed <= -0.025 [(mm·s)/cycle]

G2

75.0

night

G4

92.9

Saturday

G4

0.0

machine M1

G4

64.3

machine M2

G4

23.1

machine M3

G4

0.0

machine M4

G4

3.6

machine M5

G4

Data types and the thresholds to show the rule on the list
Process-specific (G2) data (threshold = 60%)
Fault-specific (G3) data (threshold = 60%)
Other (G4) data (thresholds: day of the week = 30%,
part of the day = 50%, machine = 0%)
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nowhere else in the induced model.
The examples of this node have in common a relatively large number of
anomalies that are based on process parameters. This node has frequent occurrences of (1) a local increase of the standard deviations of the cycle time before
the UMS emerges, (2) increased local averages and standard deviations of the
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plastification time, (3) a decrease of the remainder of the material in the cylinder after the injection, (4) a decrease in the values of the pressure at the point
of switching to pressure control, etc. The combination of the identified frequent
anomalies and the machine-controller alert type makes a physical sense. Due
to the lack of input material in the plastification cylinder, more time is needed

420

to collect a sufficient amount of material for the injection. Due to the smaller
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amount of material in the cylinder after the injection, less material is delivered
into the cylinder. The decreasing pressures also make sense in a situation when
the material is lacking, etc.
These types of UMSs only emerged on three of the five observed machines.
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This observation could already trigger a further investigation as to why these
types of UMSs only emerged on these three machines.
If the root causes of this type of UMS cannot be preventively eliminated, a
prediction system could be built to alert the operator before a UMS occurs. A
relatively large number of frequent process-parameter anomalies suggests that
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building a prediction system is feasible, and gives directions about which parameters and types of anomalies could be used for prediction. If the UMS is
predicted in time, it could be relatively simply avoided with brief increases in
the input material flow rate when the predictive system detects anomalies of
this type of UMS.
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Saturday-night UMS. Node 14 (list of frequent rules in Table 10) holds 28 examples. The UMSs of this node occur on two machines (with one exception).
Controller alarms connected to this type of UMS are related to the temperatures
of the hydraulic oil, the flange, and the cylinder heating zones.
Due to frequent process-parameter anomalies it is concluded that the tem-
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peratures exceeded the upper tolerance limits. A higher temperature of the
cylinder heating zones decreases the melt viscosity, the melt can flow into the
mould more easily, and consequently the injection time is shorter. The increasing of the cycle time could be a consequence of the increasing of moulded part’s
cooling time because of the higher temperature of a part at the start of the
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cooling phase after its injection. Due to the low viscosity of the melt, the mould
can be overfilled, and the remaining material in the cylinder after the injection
is reduced.
The frequent rules about the time of occurrence reveal something very interesting. More than 93% of the UMSs occurred on a Saturday and 75% of the
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UMSs occurred at night.
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General description of the final model. In the manner described above, the
nodes of the induced interpretative model were examined. 16 groups were recognised that exhibit some common frequent rules. The groups are marked in Fig.
6 as the parts of the final hierarchical model. From the initial node 0, which
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contains all 890 UMS examples, the first clustering step separates the groups
that represent UMSs related to the temperature deviations of the flange and
the cylinder heating zones and defective heating of the tool. Other examples
that are in node 1 are further separated into two larger branches. One of these
branches (nodes 4-9-20-38-54-62) exhibits a common property, which is the de-
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viation of pressure at the point of switching to pressure control. Out of the
other larger branch (nodes 3-7-15-29-45-59), some of the more diverse types of
UMSs are separated into further steps. Examples in node 59 had no common
frequent rules that are more frequent than the given thresholds, which are listed
at the bottom of the lists in Tables 9 and 10 (with an exception of rules about
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the machines).
3.5. Findings on the case study
A manageable number of UMS types was identified. The integration of the
numerical values of the process parameters and the alarm occurrences provides
a better understanding of the identified types of observed faulty conditions. The
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enrichment of the hierarchical categorization of UMS types with other (G4) data
allows for additional guidelines when searching for the root causes. The anomalies in the process-parameter values that separate the faulty from the normal
operating conditions were identified. The resulting model can be interpreted
relatively easily. It is not necessary that the end-user understands the process
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of interpretative model induction in detail in order to make use of the analysis.

4. Conclusions
Despite the high level of information and communication technologies development and advanced data-analysis methods, the data that are generated in
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manufacturing systems often remain unexploited. It is necessary to approach
480

the new applications that use the value that is hidden in the available data.
This paper presents an innovative holistic approach to the analysis of the
usually available data of a widespread type of a manufacturing process in a
Big Data context. The goal of the paper is to propose a data-analysis method
for interpretative identification of faulty operating conditions in a cyclic man-
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ufacturing process. The presented data-analysis method integrates well-known
machine-learning techniques i.e. decision trees and clustering, which are in the
combination with conventional fault-diagnosis approaches used to extract the
key information from the large amounts of complex manufacturing data. The
result is a hierarchic categorization of the underlying faulty-condition types with
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descriptions that can be used for decision support when determining actions to
eliminate faults.
The applicability and usefulness of the presented method are shown by applying it to the real industrial data of a plastic injection-moulding process.
The key results and conclusions are as follows. (1) A manageable number of
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unplanned machine-stop types is identified, with corresponding characteristics
that exhibit a physical sense. (2) The data-integration approach enables a better
understanding of the identified unplanned machine-stop types and a definition
of additional guidelines to search for the root causes. (3) It is not necessary
that the end-user understands the process of model induction in detail in order
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to make use of the analysis.
In the future, quantities of data will become even larger and more complex.
For the purpose of extracting value from the available data, data usage and
management will need to be improved. This work represents an example of how
advanced methods of analysis can be used in manufacturing practise to face the
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challenges and opportunities that arise due to the development of information
and communication technologies.
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